
Risk & Control Assessments (RCAs) have long been mandated by Regulators 
and used by Financial Institutions to record, maintain and inform on their 
controls, their effectiveness, and the resulting residual risk a business or 
function is exposed to.

However, too often the RCAs as a process took precedent over the 
identification and mitigation of risks Financial Institutions are, were or could 
be exposed to… The accent was on adding controls.  Control inventories 
continued to grow organically – in excess of 30,000 controls were observed 
in top tier banking houses.  The vast majority of these controls are not 
genuinely “key” – our analysis revealed most of those are processes, 
requirements, statements, and non-key controls.
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The immediate cost is of a non-financial nature. The risk mitigation effectiveness of control inventories is 
weakened and diluted by non-genuine controls. Our analysis within tier 1 and tier 2 banks revealed 
multiple open risks mapped against generic references to processes or policy statements which fail to 
monitor, report on and ultimately mitigate adequately the underlying risks. Said differently, a “record” is 
assigned to a risk without indicating what the control is – and may in instances reveal an absence of 
control, creating a false sense of risk mitigation.

The impact is always of a Regulatory and Capital nature – confidence is dented, resulting in additional 
capital add-on, independent review of control environments (either by internal/external audit and/or 
“Skilled Persons”) and new industry-wide regulatory regimes. 

This leads to the other cost associated with control proliferation – this time of a financial nature:
            ■  Direct cost: from high maintenance cost (e.g. in excess of £10m for a refresh of FO RCAs in top tier
         banks), to newly created teams responsible for in-house testing (often using distinct testing
         methodologies), to Firm-wide controls and governance frameworks attempting to simplify and
         rationalise control processes at a considerable cost
            ■  Indirect cost: regulatory queries or self-assessment require significant manpower (hard to map
         thousands of controls to regulatory rules), to a difficult way to set and monitor risk appetite given
         the sheer volume of controls and associated MI. The approach to risk becomes too often reactive as
         opposed to proactive, 3LOD (audit & regulators) are no longer trusting or using controls inventory
         resulting in a vicious circle where audit points are mushrooming and more controls are added along
         with higher regulatory capital and/or regulatory fines. Controls proliferation makes releasing or
         re-allocating Operational Risk capital considerably more challenging

The aftermath of the 2008 Subprime Financial Crisis revealed distortions in Financial Institutions’ control 
and governance frameworks. The inherent and ever-evolving risks of running complex banking operations 
were often underestimated, unmitigated and unreported - fuelled by worrying weaknesses in 
organisations’ Risk & Control culture and an “externalisation of checks” from First and Second Lines of 
Defence to Third i.e. internal and external audit functions. Revenue was the objective, not
risk-adjusted revenue. 

As a result, controls were often absent or too weak to mitigate open risks rooted in complex organisations 
across people, infrastructure, systems, products dimensions and did not allow for a sophisticated 
monitoring of existing and emerging risks. When in existence, controls were too often people-based as 
opposed to system-based; roles and responsibilities were unclear, the evidencing wasn't always taken 
into consideration, their design was not challenged regularly in light of fluctuations of market conditions 
and regulatory transformation. 

These risks continued to propagate with limited detection, mitigation and oversight to eventually 
materialise in unprecedented crisis scenarios, leading to a loss of regulatory trust and new regulatory 
regimes aimed at reinforcing and bringing consistency to control landscapes.

Across the industry, the focus shifted rapidly - a myriad of controls were introduced, new Risk & Control 
teams across 1LOD and 2LOD mushroomed, various controls testing teams emerged, internal audit was 
given new power, and reinforced regulatory rules prescribed the introduction of ambitious new 
principle-based control frameworks.  Risks are now identified, assessed as applicable, controls are 
recorded in control inventories, residual risk is formulaically calculated and RWA capital is defined
and set aside.

This recent phenomenon is resulting in severe financial cost and introduces new risks.

Cost of inflated control inventories

Origin of controls proliferation – How did we get here?
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Am I in control? Can I evidence it?
Today is the right time to pause, step back and reflect; it is well over a year since the Senior Manager 
Regime (SMR) went live and incoming regulations looming on the horizon (MIFIDII and FRTB to name only 
two) now require fundamental transformation in controls, culture and governance. As we navigate troubled 
regulatory waters, a few questions arise:
            ■  Can you evidence the execution of your controls?

            ■  What actions have your controls led you to undertake?

            ■  How confident are you that the right risks were identified, beyond the Operational Risk register?

            ■  How robust is your Controls Inventory, beyond the annual RCA refresh process?

            ■  Do you have a Controls Inventory - how many controls does your business or function own, and are 
  you confident they are all genuine key controls?

            ■  Is your Controls Inventory Excel-free?

            ■  Are your teams focusing on manual controls-related processes (e.g. coordination of RCA) as
  opposed to detection and remediation of recurring control failure patterns?

            ■  Are your teams positioned to respond to their Conduct Risk responsibilities?

            ■  Is your team’s regional presence driven by optimised allocation of controls-related processes?

We have the solution
Acin enables financial institutions to access standardised controls data seamlessly, allowing agile 
data-driven risk management and decision-making. 

We have created a unique solution, based on standardised library of risks and controls, and a common 
taxonomy which has, at its core, a system of unique identification numbers or ACINs. It relies on a 
centralised database of control designs smart-mapped to the risks faced by each individual business or 
function within the organisation.

Acin delivers immediate value to an individual firm but it also connects financial institutions together in a 
network that provides a significant advance in risk identification, management and mitigation. This 
‘network defence model’ complements each firms’ existing 3 lines of defence and continuously curates 
new risks and controls data using customer updates and market events.

Acin sets the standard for the industry, unlocking the full value of controls data for our clients.
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For More Information...
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About Acin
Acin is the world leading risk and control data standards, benchmarking 
and controls data analysis company. Acin enables financial institutions to 
access standardised controls data seamlessly, allowing agile data-driven 
risk management and decision-making. It relies on a centralised database 
of control designs smart-mapped to the risks faced by each individual 
business or function within the organisation. 

Financial institutions are connected together in a network that complements 
each firms’ existing 3 lines of defence and continuously curates new risks 
and controls data, offering the highest degrees of protection at an industry 
level. Acin sets the standard for the industry, unlocking the full value of 
controls data for our clients.

With offices in London and New York, our clients include some of the 
world’s largest financial institutions. Acin has been recognised as one of the 
most innovative Regtech companies in 2019. To learn more visit 
www.acin.com.

Please contact Rash Phullar (Head of Sales) or 
Gaspard Biosse Duplan (Head of Technical Sales)
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